Disjunct adverbs

This list consists of adverbs only but the other forms (prepositional phrases etc.) can usually be derived from the adverbs. Some rare and more formal expressions are omitted.

**Style**

- bluntly
- briefly
- candidly
- flatly
- frankly
- honestly
- personally
- respectfully
- seriously
- seriously
- shortly
- simply
- strictly
- truly
- truthfully

**Attitude (epistemic)**

- admittedly
- allegedly
- apparently
- arguably
- assuredly
- certainly
- clearly
- conceivably
- decidedly
- definitely
- doubtlessly
- evidently
- factually
- formally
- hypothetically
- ideally
- manifestly
- maybe
- nominally
- obviously

**Attitude (deontic)**

- appropriately
- astonishingly
- correctly
- dishonestly
- fittingly
- dutifully
- honourably
- improperly
- inappropriately
- justly
- properly
- rightly
- suitably
- surely
- unjustly
- wickedly
- wrongly

**Attitude (emotional response)**

- amazingly
- amusingly
- annoyingly
- appropriately
- astonishingly
- conveniently
- curiously
- delightfully
- disappointingly
- disturbingly
- fortunately
- handily
- happily
- hopefully
- incredibly
- inevitably
- luckily
- naturally
- oddly
- predictably
- preferably
- refreshingly
- regrettably
- remarkably
- sadly
- significantly
- strangely
- suspiciously
- thankfully
- tragically
- typically
- understandably
- unexpectedly
- unfortunately
- unhappily
- unluckily